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Local Afternoon Sprint Event at The Edge Campus - 
Sheffield 

Parking and Site Access 
Parking on any side roads is very limited and, in some cases, 
subject to local restrictions. Please park in the car park at the 
end of Endcliffe Avenue. Nearest postcode S10 3EA.  
What3words: juror.worked.brains 

To access the race site please do not cut through the Edge 
Campus but come via the roads as per the map. Endcliffe 
Crescent, Red Lane, Oakholme Road, Endcliffe Crescent. 

 

Facilities 
The event base is the reception of the Jonas hotel. Here there is a café that sells hot drinks and 
snacks, toilets, download, enquiries and first aid contact. You can leave bags here at your own risk, 
please be tidy as space is limited.  On return from your course please leave your shoes outside if 
they are muddy. 

Start Times 
Starts 2.30pm to 4.30pm. Courses close 5.15pm promptly. If you think you might take a long time, 
please start early.    You may run when you wish. Please queue for a vacant start slot. 

Course Details 
The Start and Finish are both located 100metres from Jonas.  The Long and Medium courses are 

double sided maps. Beware of oncoming runners when you return from the Finish to Download. 

Map scale: 1: 3,000 updated by Ian Cooper, SYO, February 2023  Size: A4 

Course Distance  (Straight Line) Controls 

Long 3.3km 25 

Medium 2.6km 20 

Short 1.7km 14 

Easy 0.9km 12 
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Terrain description  

The Edge is the main campus in the University of Sheffield Endcliffe Student Village; it is typical 

University Campus with a mixture of older buildings and modern accommodation blocks dotted 

around a grassy sloping site which also includes steps and water features. If the weather is wet, 

grassy slopes may be slippery. Trainers with a degree of grip would be recommended, metal 'dob' 

spikes are not recommended due to the extent of hard surface running. 

This is a student residential area and runners should be respectful of residents and take care not to 

collide with other people especially coming round corners. 

Light traffic may be encountered on all courses (including easy) though they are not public roads 

and traffic moves slowly, care should be taken when crossing roads. 

 
 
You may run in shorts.  You must not enter 
areas mapped as olive green or cross 
walls/fences mapped with a thick black 
line, even if they are crossable.   The area 
round Jonas and Halifax Hall is shown as 
out of bounds on the map but not marked 
on the ground. 
 

 

The controls are SI Air enabled BUT you must punch the Start and Finish. If you do not have an SI Air 

dibber please make sure you have recorded a visit to the control as the gripple wire is threaded 

through the dibber hole reducing its size. 

 

Event Officials 
Organiser - Peter Guillaume. SYO   

Planners - Louise & Andy Preston SYO 

Controller - Barry Elkington OD 

 

Other Information 
This event also includes an International Police competition. IMEP = Internationale Meisterschaften 

der Europäischen Polizeibeamten 


